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Have you ever heard a golf coach say: "You've got to get your hips into the shot"? If you have then you 
should ask them how exactly to do so. You have to ask them because a lot of coaches are great at giv-
ing quick tips like this but most of them have no idea how to actually show the player how to perma-
nently install the tip into their golf swing which is a completely different. Here's what you need to know. 

First, know that a quick tip just gives you the end result of what you need to do. It's your goal, it's not 
how you do what the tip is talking about. The tip just tells you what should be happening. It doesn't give 
you the sensations, muscle memory, body mechanics and time frame that will produce the improvement 
in your swing. 

Here's the #1 golf swing quick tip you must know: Using quick tips is the slowest way to improve your 
golf swing. 

Players can get lost in quick tips forever by trying to modify their swing with a new tip during a round or 
even on each and every single shot. The can be a nasty, upsetting process that can literally make play-
ers give up the game. We've all been over the ball with no idea what is going to happen and this is often 
the result of poor practice or even poor playing routines like using quick tips. 

You must understand that the fastest way to improve is to work on a fundamental until it's completely 
installed. Imagine if all of your golf practice was cumulative and you always moved forward. You'd be a 
really good golfer quite quickly because there are only a few main golf swing fundamentals. What most 
golf coaches don't know, but all Human Kinetics Sports Pros like me know is that it takes about 4-5 
weeks to get a muscle doing a new movement properly. That's it. Work consistently on keeping your 
back leg still for 5-10 shots at the range and I guarantee, you won't instill any muscle memory. Do it for 
a week and you still won't see any long term changes. Stick with it for 4 or 5 weeks, even if it's just 
twice a week at the range or once on the range and once on the course and it'll pretty much be there 
forever. 

All you've got to do is hang in there just a touch longer and you'll lock the fundamental into your golf 
swing. Having these fundamentals installed in their swings keep the tour pros much more consistent. 
Their margin for error is much smaller as a result of working so much on fundamentals and as a result, 
they play great golf. Follow their lead and you're sure to see the same results. 

Is 4-5 weeks too long for you? Not to worry, here's a quick tip you can use right away. Since it's a fun-
damental improvement that you're making, it's going to get better and better every single time you 
swing the club because that's how your mind muscle connection works. It continually refines and im-
proves itself every time you consistently rehearse with it. Every week you go out and play a round, 
things are going to get better and better instead because you're actually building on something enough 
to really instill it. As mentioned earlier, this something you want your swing coach to look at for you. 
Guessing what fundamentals you need to work on or how to improve them might be a tall task. It's 
quite difficult to self assess even if you are the best of golfers and in most cases, you're not getting in-
stant feedback due to having to go back and forth between each shot and the camera and so on. 

If you can afford it, get some lessons and ask the instructor to give you two fundamentals to work on. 
Don't let them give you quick fixes because they're just beating around the fundamentals which are the 
actual areas where you'll see some real long term improvements in your golf swing. 

 

The Number 1 Golf Swing Quick Tip You Must Know 
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This was Robbie’s 3rd time winning the Club Championship with the lowest 
score of the weekend without a birdie.  Robbie shot a  155 for the weekend 
followed by Ryan Seay with a 156 and Taylor Scott with a 157. 

This was Melissa’s 7th total Club Championship and 6th consecutive time she 
has won the tournament. Melissa won with a 163 for the weekend.  

Huge win for Tim Arbisi in the Men’s Club Championship. He played the tour-
nament for his friend Chuck Foster who is battling ALS. Timmy wore Chuck’s 
clothes both days to support him in his battle with ALS. This is a great win 
for both Chuck and Timmy. Our official Men’s Club Championship for 2018 is 
Chuck Foster. Tim finished with a 160 for the weekend. 

Jeff Smith won his first Championship with a low score for the weekend at 
153. 
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HAVE YOU EVER COMPLAINED ABOUT 
CART PATH ONLY?   

HAHAHAHAH 

WELCOME TO MY COURSE! 

 

Two $315 skins in the  

Superintendent’s Revenge with 
winner receiving $500.00 cash. . 

Get that Meadows 
Money 
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Janet Darnell may have come to the LPGA Teaching & Club Professionals 
(T&CP) later in her life, but playing golf has been a lifelong passion. After a 

great career in Information Technology and Project Management, Janet decid-
ed to follow her lifelong passion: to have her certification to teach golf. She 
traded her career track for green fairways!  Janet is currently a LPGA T&CP 

member, Class B professional.  Janet is a US Kids Golf certified coach and is a 
Recognized Coach with The First Tee, which is a national youth development 
program that uses golf to teach life skills. Janet particularly enjoys encourag-
ing those new to golf and building confidence in those that have played golf 
for a while. Janet is available to teach 30-minute and 1-hour lessons.  Keep a 
watch for some simple fun clinics on the short game, throughout the winter 

months.  Contact her through the Golf Shop. 
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ON THE LIGHTER SIDE 
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Contact David Carli at    
dcarli00@gmail.com 

Before 1:15 on Mondays of the 
week you would like to play. 

Must have a handicap to  

participate. 
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GOOD ONE’s at the Farm!!!!! 

James Radley with a 
hole in one on Longest 
13 on Tuesday the 9th 

of  October.  

Congrats James!!! 

Rick Palamara  from 
Pittsburgh PA with a 

hole in one on Longest 
13 on Wednesday the 

10th of  October.  

Congrats Rick!!! 

Congrats Tim Arbisi on the 
hole in one on Waterfall 2 

Congrats to Jesse Powell 
for his hole in one on the 

waterfall hole! 

Congrats to Jimmy George 
for his hole in one on the 

waterfall #2! 
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Golf is really just a handful of shots: the drive, the approach, a test from the rough 
or sand, and a putt or two.  For most guys, one of those shots typically goes awry 
on each hole—and there goes your chance at par. But it turns out that there are 
easy hacks that can correct the most common missteps of even the biggest week-
end hackers. We reached out to two of the best golf coaches in the country and 
asked them to reveal the single best tip for every golf shot you’ll face on your next 
18. Follow their advice and prepare for the round of your life.  

Find the Fairway 
If “slice” is your middle name, here’s your fix: When you step up to tee off, line up your 
feet then slide your rear foot back 3-5 inches. “This buys you more turn in your back 
swing, and allows the club to come inside in the downswing, creating a draw instead of 
your usual slice. 

And if that isn’t enough to straighten out your ball, account for the curve,  “If your ball 
curves a certain way every single shot, you shouldn’t be trying to play down the middle,” 
he says. The reason: that gives you half as much fairway. So, for example, if your ball 
consistently hooks right, play up the left edge of the fairway. “That opens up the entire 
fairway,” says Bender. 

Shoot to the Green 
Hey, hero, you may not be as strong as you think you are. “Most guys simply need more 
club when they hit an iron from the fairway,” says Bender. 

Besides overestimating your strength, “you’re also probably not hitting the ball 
square every single shot, reducing the impact, which is why most guys usually un-
dershoot the green.” So estimate what iron you need, then grab the iron one num-
ber lower. And when you line up to hit the ball, move your head a couple inches 
forward of the ball. 

“Your nose should be lined up at the front of the ball,” says Adams. “That helps 
you strike down on the golf ball, and you’ll hit a better shot.” 

Get Out of the Rough 
Any time you find yourself in the weeds, play a two, two, and two, says Adams. 
“Choke down 2 inches on the club, stand so the ball is back 2 inches compared to 
your normal stance, and then drop your front foot back 2 inches.” 

By choking down on the club you stiffen its shaft, which lowers the trajectory of 
the shot and also gives you needed control. Moving the ball back helps you hit the 
ball at a steeper angle, which you need to get out of tall grass. And opening up 
your stance restricts you from swinging too far back and squares your shoulders 
up, adding extra command.  
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Emerge from the Sand 
Getting beached is the best way to torpedo your score. “To get out of the bun-
ker, a lot of guys try swings that involve their wrists,” says Bender. “Leave that 
technical stuff to the pros.” 

His advice: go for something more predictable. Line up in the middle of the 
ball, put most of your weight on your forward leg. “Then keep your wrists 
straight and go hip to hip—swing the club back to hip level, swing through and 
hit the ball, and end with the club head at hip level.” That, he says, gets ama-
teurs out of the sand nearly every time. 

Sink More Putts 
Your average weekend hacker shows up a few minutes before his tee-time and 
spends those waiting minutes working on his short game. Bad move. 

“Guys should really be working on long putts,” says Bender. Here’s why: on the 
course, most of the time your first putt is far from the hole—and you probably never 
practice putting long. “Avoiding three-putting is all about getting good at long puts. 
If your long putt is bad and the ball ends up, say, 5 or 6 feet from the hole, it’s easy 
to miss that second putt.” But if you can place a long putt a few feet from the hole, 
you’ll two-putt the hole. Your move: at the practice green, work on long-distance 
putts. 
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We are praying for an awesome fall at The Farm. As we enter November, we can say 
the best days of golf for the year are behind us, but that doesn’t mean they are all gone. 
Make sure you download our app, or like our Facebook page, because when we see 
great weather on the horizon, we will send out specials so you can get your golf fix.  

The best thing in November is our Black Friday special on memberships. In my opinion, 
we offer the best membership out of any course around. First, it’s an exclusive member-
ship. We only allow 50 max members at The Farm at a time, so you are always treated 
like a member, and not like a number. Second, we have 28 holes… If you are a member 
at another course, you are playing the same 18 over, and over, and over again; sounds 
kind of boring to me. Here, you can play Island to Waterfall on Monday, play Waterfall 
to Longest on Thursday with your buddies, and then play a high stakes shootout on 
Longest to Island on the weekend. Lastly, our membership is all-inclusive. Once you pay 
your onetime fee, there is never another cart fee to pay, or a dining minimum you have 
to fulfill. Pay once, and play for a year without the hassles.   

If you would like to sign up, please see the details on the next page, and talk to me if 
you have any questions. We look forward to adding you to our Farm Family. 

Don’t forget to bring me your leftovers after Thanksgiving, 

Josh Dotson 

General Manager 

DOTSONJL4265@GMAIL.COM 
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